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Abstract—A spatial modulation-aided orthogonal time fre-
quency space (SM-OTFS) scheme is proposed for high-Doppler
scenarios, which relies on a low-complexity distance-based
detection algorithm. We first derive the delay-Doppler (DD)
domain input-output relationship of our SM-OTFS system by
exploiting an SM mapper, followed by characterizing the doubly-
selective channels considered. Then we propose a distance-based
ordering subspace check detector (DOSCD) exploiting the a
priori information of the transmit symbol vector. Moreover, we
derive the discrete-input continuous-output memoryless channel
(DCMC) capacity of the system. Finally, our simulation results
demonstrate that the proposed SM-OTFS system outperforms the
conventional single-input-multiple-output (SIMO)-OTFS system,
and that the DOSCD conceived is capable of striking an
attractive bit error ratio (BER) vs. complexity trade-off.

Index Terms—Spatial modulation (SM), orthogonal time fre-
quency space (OTFS), distance-based detection, ordering-based
detection, doubly-selective channels.

I. INTRODUCTION

Spatial modulation (SM) has evolved into a compelling
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technique [1]–[3],
where the information is jointly conveyed by the classic
amplitude-phase modulated (APM) symbols and the indices of
the activated transmit antennas (TAs), yielding a high energy-
efficiency (EE). A suite of low-complexity SM detectors were
proposed in [4]–[7], such as lattice-based (LB) [4], distance-
based (DB) [5] and ordering-based (OB) detectors [5]–[7].
However, these SM detectors have not been conceived for
multicarrier (MC) communications. As a parallel develop-
ment, orthogonal time frequency space (OTFS) modulation
has also matured into a promising delay-Doppler (DD)-
domain modulation candidate for next-generation wireless
networks [8]–[12]. The SM-aided OTFS (SM-OTFS) concept
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TABLE I
CONTRASTING OUR CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE EXISTING LITERATURE

Contributions Our work [5] [6], [7] [13], [14] [16]
SM-OTFS X X X
DDS channels X X
MC communications X X X
DB detection X X
OB detection X X X
Capacity analysis X

has been proposed in [13], [14]. However, both the inter-
carrier interference (ICI) and inter-symbol interference (ISI)
imposed by doubly-selective channels were ignored in [13],
while the time-domain detector of [14] disregarded the spe-
cific characteristics of the DD-domain doubly-selective (DDS)
channels. More recently, the message passing detector (MPD)
which is originally conceived for OTFS in [15] has been
extended to OTFS combined both with index modulation
(OTFS-IM) and SM-OTFS systems [16].

Against this backdrop, we conceive a low-complexity de-
tection aided SM-OTFS system for transmission over high-
mobility channels. The contributions of our paper are boldly
and explicitly contrasted to the literature in Table I, which are
further detailed below.

• The DD-domain input-output relationship of the SM-
OTFS system is derived, so as to take full advantage
of the DDS channels and the SM properties.

• A novel low-complexity near-maximum likelihood
(ML) distance-based ordering subspace check detector
(DOSCD) is conceived, in which the reliabilities of
different TA activation patterns (TAPs) are quantified,
and the a priori information of the transmit symbol vector
is utilized for separately detecting the APM symbols and
TAPs.

• We derive the discrete-input continuous-output memo-
ryless channel (DCMC) capacity for characterizing the
system performance. Furthermore, we benchmark the
proposed detector against the ML detector (MLD) by
simulations, illustrating that the DOSCD is capable of
striking a compelling bit error ratio (BER) vs. complexity
trade-off.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
derives the system model of SM-OTFS, while we detail the
proposed DOSCD and the DCMC capacity in Section III. Our
simulation results are provided in Section IV, followed by our
conclusions in Section V.
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Fig. 1. The transceiver diagram of the SM-OTFS system.

II. SM-OTFS SYSTEM MODEL

Consider a limited-dimensional MIMO-OTFS system hav-
ing Nt TAs and Nr receive antennas (RAs), where the high-
mobility TAs and RAs are randomly located in a wide area
[17]–[19]. Let ∆f and T denote the subcarrier frequency spac-
ing and symbol duration, respectively. Hence, the bandwidth
and frame duration of OTFS signals are given by B = M∆f
and Tf = NT , respectively, where M is the number of
subcarriers and N denotes the number of time-slots (TSs) per
frame. As shown in Fig. 1, for information transmission, we
first divide the length-Lb input bits bbb ∈ BLb into Md = NM
groups, yielding bbb = [bbb1, . . . , bbbMd

], where B represents the bit
set {0, 1}. Hence, there are L = Lb/Md = L1+L2 bits in each
group. Then, the mdth bit sequence bbbmd

is split into two sub-
sequences denoted as bbbmd,1 and bbbmd,2 for md = 1, . . . ,Md.
By mapping the bit sequence bbbmd,1 ∈ BL1 into a TAP, one
of the Nt TAs is activated to convey the APM symbols,
where we have L1 = log2Nt. Moreover, based on the Q-ary
normalized quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM)/phase-
shift keying (PSK) constellation A = {a1, . . . , aQ}, the
remaining L2 = log2Q bits in bbbmd,2 ∈ BL2 are mapped into
a classic APM symbol. Overall, the SM-OTFS system can be
specified as (Nt, Nr, Q), giving the total number of bits per
frame by Lb = MdL = Md log2(NtQ), and the rate conveyed
by R = log2(NtQ) bits/s/Hz. Consequently, the overall OTFS
frame SSS ∈ CNt×Md can be formulated as

SSS =

 S(0, 0) . . . S(0,Md − 1)
...

. . .
...

S(Nt − 1, 0) . . . S(Nt − 1,Md − 1)

 , (1)

where each column has only a single non-zero element cor-
responding to the activated TA.

Let SSSnt,: denote the ntth row of SSS, which is transmit-
ted by the ntth TA. Furthermore, let xxxnt

= SSSTnt,:. Then,
the ntth DD-domain symbol matrix can be expressed as
XXXnt

= vec−1(xxxnt
) ∈ CN×M , where vec−1(·) is the inverse

vectorization operator. Based on the inverse symplectic finite
Fourier transform (ISFFT) [8], the elements of the time-
frequency (TF)-domain symbol matrix can be obtained as

X̃nt
(n,m) =

1√
Md

N−1∑
k=0

M−1∑
l=0

Xnt
(k, l)ej2π(nk

N −ml
M ), (2)

for n = 0, . . . , N − 1 and m = 0, . . . ,M − 1. Consequently,
upon exploiting the Heisenberg transform, the time-domain

signal to be transmitted by the nt-th TA can be expressed as

s̃nt
(t) =

N−1∑
n=0

M−1∑
m=0

X̃nt
(n,m)gtx(t′)ej2πm∆ft′ , (3)

where t′ = (t − nT ) and gtx(t) represents the transmit pulse
for nt = 0, . . . , Nt − 1.

Let us consider a P -path time-varying multi-path Rayleigh
fading channel, whose channel impulse response (CIR) be-
tween the ntth TA and nrth RA is expressed as [17], [18]

hnr,nt(τ, ν) =

P∑
i=1

hi,nr,ntδ(τ − τi)δ(ν − νi), (4)

where hi,nr,nt
, τi and νi are the complex-valued path gain,

delay- and Doppler-shifts associated with the ith path, and
δ(·) denotes the Dirac-delta function. According to [8], we
have τi = li

M∆f and νi = ki
NT , where li and ki denote

the normalized delay and Doppler indices of the ith path.
We note that if the RAs are hosted by a fixed-location base
station (BS) in a uniform linear array (ULA) form, the channel
model of (4) may be refined as the delay, Doppler and angular
(DDA)-domain channel model [20], [21]. Consequently, by
considering the array steering vectors at both RA and TA
sides, our proposed SM-OTFS scheme can be directly ex-
tended to DDA-domain channel-based MIMO-OTFS systems.
Moreover, hi,nr,nt

are the independent and identically dis-
tributed (i.i.d.) random variables that have a mean of zero and
a variance of 1/P , i.e., we have hi,nr,nt

∼ CN (0, 1/P ).

At the receiver side, the time-domain signal received by the
nrth RA from the ntth TA can be formulated as rnr,nt

(t) =∫ ∫
hnr,nt

(τ, ν)s̃nt
(t− τ)ej2πν(t−ν)dτdν + nnr,nt

(t), where
nnr,nt(t) is the complex additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) obeying CN (0, σ2). By leveraging the receive pulse
grx(t) and the Wigner transform, the elements of the TF-
domain symbol matrix of the nrth RA received from the ntth
TA can be formulated as

Ỹnr,nt(n,m) =

∫
rnr,nt(t)grx(t′)ej2πm∆ft′dt. (5)

The elements of the corresponding DD-domain received sym-
bol matrix can be expressed as

Ynr,nt(n
′,m′) =

N∑
n=1

M∑
m=1

Ỹnr,nt
(n,m)√
Md

e−j2π(nk
N −ml

M ), (6)

for n′ = 1, . . . , N and m′ = 1, . . . ,M . By stacking the
columns of YYY nr,nt

to formulate a column vector, the cor-
responding DD-domain symbol vector can be obtained as
yyynr,nt

= vec(YYY nr,nt
). We assume that bi-orthogonal transmit

and receive pulses are used. Then, the nrth DD-domain
received symbol can be obtained by exploiting the vector-form
input-output relationship of

yyynr
=

Nt−1∑
nt=0

yyynr,nt
=

Nt−1∑
nt=0

HHHnr,nt
xxxnt

+nnnnr
, (7)

where nnnnr
is the DD-domain AWGN vector, and the DD-
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domain channel matrix HHHnr,nt
can be expressed as [12]

HHHnr,nt =

P∑
i=1

IIIM (li)⊗
[
IIIN (ki)h

(u)
i,nr,nt

e
−j2π liki

Md

]
. (8)

Let xxx = [xxxT0 , . . . ,xxx
T
Nt−1]T ∈ CMdNt×1 and nnn =

[nnnT0 , . . . ,nnn
T
Nr−1]T ∈ CMdNr×1 represent the transmit DD-

domain stacked vector and the received stacked noise vector,
respectively. Moreover, the DD-domain MIMO channel matrix
HHH ∈ CMdNr×MdNt can be expressed as

HHH =


HHH0,0 HHH0,1 · · · HHH0,Nt−1

HHH1,0 HHH1,1 · · · HHH1,Nt−1

...
...

. . .
...

HHHNr−1,0 HHHNr−1,1 · · · HHHNr−1,Nt−1

 . (9)

Therefore, the DD-domain end-to-end input-output relation-
ship can be formulated as

yyy = HHHxxx+nnn, (10)

where yyy = [yyyT0 , . . . , yyy
T
Nr−1]T ∈ CMdNr×1 denotes the

received stacked vector.
As shown in Fig. 1, to exploit the properties of SM,

we introduce a (MdNt × MdNt)-dimensional SM mapper
matrix ΥΥΥ, which is referred to as the perfectly shuffled
row-column in [22]. Therefore, we have xxx = ΥΥΥsss, where
sss = vec(SSS) ∈ CMdNt×1. Consequently, the end-to-end input-
output relationship can be rewritten as

yyy = CCCsss+nnn, (11)

where CCC = HHHΥΥΥ represents the equivalent channel matrix,
and the equivalent input symbol vector can be expressed as
sss = [sssT0 , sss

T
1 , . . . , sss

T
Md−1]T . The probability density function

(PDF) of p(yyy|sss) is

p(yyy|sss) =
1

(πσ2)MdNr
exp

(
−||yyy −CCCsss||

2

σ2

)
. (12)

Note that the sub-vector sssmd
of sss is given by the mdth

column of SSS in (1), which hence only has a single non-zero
element. Therefore, there are overall C = 2MdL1 = NMd

t

TAPs Q = {Q1, . . . ,QC}, and the cth TAP is denoted as
Qc = {Qc,0, . . . ,Qc,Md−1}, where we have Qc,md

∈ ZNtMd
+

for md = 0, . . . ,Md − 1 and ZNtMd
+ denotes the real integer

set {1, . . . , NtMd}. Given a TAP, the indices of the activated
TAs are denoted as I = Qc ⊂ Q. Furthermore, the APM
symbol vector sssD = [sD(0), . . . , sD(Md − 1)]T ∈ AMd×1 has
QMd realizations.

III. DETECTION ALGORITHMS AND DCMC CAPACITY

In this section, we commence by detailing the optimum
MLD of our SM-OTFS system. Explicitly, the complexity
of MLD may be excessive when the value of Lb is high.
Therefore, we propose a low-complexity near-ML DOSCD.
Moreover, the complexity analysis of the detectors is provided.
Finally, the DCMC capacity of the SM-OTFS system is
derived.

A. Maximum Likelihood Detector

According to the analysis in Section II, the total number
of the realisations of sss can be expressed as |Ω| = 2Lb =
(NtQ)Md , where Ω is the set of candidates of sss. Under
the condition that all the candidates are independent and
equiprobable, the optimal MLD can be formulated as

sssML = arg min
sss∈Ω

{
||yyy −CCCsss||2

}
. (13)

B. Distance-based Ordering Subspace Check Detector

One of the objectives of DOSCD is to detect the APM
symbols and TAPs in different subspaces separately. Given the
TAP I, we have sss = ΥΥΥIsssD, where ΥΥΥI is the (MdNt ×Md)-
dimensional element mapping matrix based on I. Then the
input-output relationship of (11) can be rewritten as

yyy = CCCsss+nnn

= CCCΥΥΥIsssD +nnn

= CCCIsssD +nnn. (14)

Let us first employ the linear minimum mean square error
(LMMSE) detector to obtain the soft estimate of sss, yielding

s̃ss =

(
CCCHCCC +

1

γs
IIINtMd

)−1

CCCHyyy, (15)

where the average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per symbol
is given by γs = 1/(Ntσ

2). Then the hard decision based
on s̃ss can be obtained by leveraging the simple element-
wise rounding-based demodulation [4], which is given by
as ŝss = Q(s̃ss). Hence, the distance between s̃ss and ŝss can be
expressed as ddd = [d(0), . . . , d(NtMd − 1)]T , where we have
d(i) = |s̃(i)− ŝ(i)|2 for i = 0, . . . , NtMd−1. After obtaining
the distances d(i) of all the possible indices, the reliabilities
of the elements in s̃ss can be measured. Explicitly, the soft
estimates s̃(i) corresponding to the smaller values of d(i) are
more reliable. Here, we emphasize that there are only Md non-
zero elements in the equivalent transmitted symbol vector sss,
whose indices depend on the correct TAP.

Specifically, for the cth TAP Qc = {Qc,0, . . . ,Qc,Md−1}
and the distance elements d(i) for i = 0, . . . , NtMd − 1, the
sum of the corresponding distance elements d(Qc,md

−1) for
md = 0, . . . ,Md − 1 is calculated, yielding the reliability
metric for the cth TAP as

λc =

Md−1∑
md=0

d(Qc,md
− 1), c = 1, . . . , C. (16)

Now, let us sort all the reliability metrics in ascending order
to form an ordering set as

{i1, . . . , iC} subject to λi1 6 . . . 6 λiC , (17)

where ic ∈ {1, . . . , C} and ij 6= iq , ∀j 6= q. Based on the
above analysis, it is plausible that the TAP yielding a smaller
value of λic has a higher probability of being the correct TAP,
which becomes more evident, as SNR increases [23].

To improve the detection performance, let us consider
testing the first Td TAPs in the spirit of (13) according to
the ordering reliability metrics in (17). For this purpose, first,
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based on (14), the least square estimation is executed to
obtain the soft estimates of the APM symbols, which can
be expressed as s̆sstD = CCC†Qtyyy for t = 1, . . . , Td, where CCC†Qt

denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse matrix ofCCCQt [23].
Then, the APM symbols delivered by the tth TAP can be
detected by invoking the simple element-wise rounding-based
demodulation approach of [4], yielding ssstD = Q(s̆sstD). After
this detection, the residual error can be expressed as

εt = |yyy −CCCQtssstD|, t = 1, . . . , Td. (18)

Finally, the index of the optimal TAP can be formulated as

t̂ = arg min
t∈{1,...,Td}

εt. (19)

Consequently, the final detected TAP and the APM symbols
conveyed are given by IDOSCD = Qt̂, sssDOSCD

D = ssst̂D.
In summary, our DOSCD is described in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Distance-based Ordering Subspace Check De-
tector
Require: yyy, CCC, γs and Q.

1: Preparation: Set the maximum number Td of candidates
to be tested.

2: Employ the LMMSE detection based on (15) as

3: s̃ss =
(
CCCHCCC + 1

γs
IIINtMd

)−1

CCCHyyy.
4: Obtain the hard decision of s̃ss as ŝss = Q(s̃ss).
5: Based on s̃ss and ŝss, compute the distance vector ddd =

[d(0), . . . , d(NtMd − 1)]T ,
where d(i) = |s̃(i)− ŝ(i)|2 for i = 0, . . . , NtMd − 1.

6: for c = 1 to C do
7: Calculate the reliability metric based on the cth TAP
Qc = {Qc,0, . . . ,Qc,Md−1} as

8: λc =
∑Md−1
md=0 d(Qc,md

− 1).
9: end for

10: Sort the reliability metrics in ascending order as
11: {i1, . . . , iC} subject to λi1 6 . . . 6 λiC .
12: for t = 1 to Td do
13: Collect the TA activation scheme Qt according to λit .
14: Carry out the least square estimation as s̆sstD = CCC†Qtyyy.
15: Calculate the residual error as εt = |yyy −CCCQtssstD|.
16: end for
17: Find the index of the optimal TAP as
18: t̂ = arg min

t∈{1,...,Td}
εt.

19: Output IDOSCD = Qt̂ and sssDOSCD
D = ssst̂D.

C. Complexity Analysis

Firstly, according to the analysis in Section III-A, the MLD
searches all the candidates in Ω, at the complexity order of
O[(NtQ)Md ].

Then, the resultant complexity of MPD is on the order of
O[M3N3(N2

rNt +N2
t Nr)NtQTMP/N

2
t ], where TMP denotes

the number of iterations in MPD [16].
Finally, based on our analysis in Section III-B, the complex-

ity of a single DOSCD iteration is on the order of O(Md).
Therefore, we can infer that the complexity order of the overall
DOSCD is given by O(TdMd), since there are Td iterations.

The worst-case scenario is, when then all the Tmax = NMd
t

TAPs are tested. However, as the simulation results of Section
IV will show, the DOSCD is capable of attaining a near-ML
BER performance for Td � NMd

t .

D. DCMC Capacity

Based on Section III-A, we denote all the realisations of sss
as Ω = {s̄ss1, . . . , s̄ss2Lb}. The DCMC capacity of the SM-OTFS
system can be formulated as [24]

CD =
1

Md
max

p(s̄ss1)...p(s̄ss
2Lb

)

2Lb∑
i=1

∫ ∞
−∞

. . .

∫ ∞
−∞

p(yyy|s̄ssi)p(s̄ssi)

× log2

 p(yyy|s̄ssi)∑2Lb

j=1 p(yyy|s̄ssj)p(s̄ssj)

 dyyy, (20)

where p(yyy|s̄ssi) is given by (13), when s̄ssi is transmitted. It can
be readily shown that (20) attains its maximum value in the
case of p(yyy|s̄ssi) = 1/2Lb , ∀i. Therefore, the DCMC capacity
of the SM-OTFS system can be shown to be

CD =
1

Md

Lb − 1

2Lb

2Lb∑
i=1

E

log2

2Lb∑
j=1

exp (Ψ)

 , (21)

where we have Ψ =
[
−||CCC(s̄ssi − s̄ssj) +nnn||2 + ||nnn||2

]
/σ2 by

substituting (13) into (21). It can be readily shown that the
DCMC capacity is upper bounded by

CD,max =
Lb
Md

= log2(NtQ). (22)

We note that the closed-form DCMC capacity expression is
computationally intractable, since there are multidimensional
integrals and summations of 2Lb exponential functions in (20)
and (21), respectively. Moreover, it can be seen from (21) that
the DCMC capacity is dependent on all the realisations of
s̄ssi. Therefore, in general, the classic Monte Carlo averaging
method is exploited to compute the DCMC capacity CD [24].

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we provide simulation results for char-
acterizing the performance of the SM-OTFS system and
the proposed detectors. The carrier frequency and subcarrier
spacing are set to fc = 4 GHz and ∆f = 15 kHz, respectively.
For the sake of comparison, the conventional single-input-
multiple-output (SIMO)-OTFS specified as (Nr, Q) is used
as our benchmark, yielding a rate of R = log2Q bits/s/Hz.
We assume that the SM-OTFS and SIMO-OTFS systems have
M = 8 subcarriers and N = 4 TSs. A four-path (i.e., P = 4)
doubly-selective channel is considered, whose maximum nor-
malized Doppler and delay shifts are kmax = N − 1 and
lmax = M − 1 [11], respectively. The normalized shifts of the
ith path are given as ki ∈ U [−kmax, kmax] and li ∈ U [0, lmax],
respectively, where U [a, b] denotes the uniform distribution in
the interval [a, b].

In Fig. 2, the DCMC capacity of SM-OTFS (Nt, Nr, 4)
systems having different settings of Nt and Nr are depicted.
It can be observed from Fig. 2 that the SM-OTFS systems
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having Nt = 4 are capable of attaining a higher DCMC
capacity than their Nt = 2 counterparts. This is because
the signal dimensionality becomes higher as the value of Nt
escalates in our SM-OTFS system. Furthermore, given the
number of TAs, the DCMC capacity converges to the upper-
bound CD,max in (22) that is independent of the number of
RAs, implying that although a higher receiver diversity order
can be obtained and a higher capacity can be achieved in the
low-SNR region by employing more RAs, the DCMC capacity
will not be increased in the high-SNR region. The above-
mentioned observations are consistent with the conclusions of
[24].
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Fig. 2. The DCMC capacity of the SM-OTFS (Nt, Nr, 4) systems param-
eterized by Nt and Nr .

Fig. 3 investigates the BER performance of the SIMO-
OTFS system (Nr, 8) using MLD, and of SM-OTFS (2, Nr, 4)
using DOSCD at different numbers of iterations, as well as
MPD [16] and MLD at R = 3 bits/s/Hz, when Nr = 2
or 4 RAs are employed. The number of MPD iterations is
TMP = 10. Explicitly, Td = θTmax DOSCD iterations are
employed along with θ = 2/8, 3/8 and 5/8, respectively.
From Fig. 3, we have the following observations. Firstly, the
BER performance of SM-OTFS is better than that of the
SIMO-OTFS system for both the Nr = 2 and Nr = 4 cases.
Specifically, given a BER of 10−4, our SM-OTFS using MLD
is capable of attaining about 3 dB and 1.5 dB gains compared
to the conventional SIMO-OTFS scheme for Nr = 2 and
Nr = 4, respectively. This is because SM-OTFS can achieve
extra spatial diversity gain, while employing a lower-order
modulation scheme compared to the SIMO-OTFS operating
at a rate of R. Secondly, the higher the value of Td, the
better the BER performance attained by the DOSCD. This
can be explained by the fact that when more TAPs are tested
in the DOSCD, better detection performance can be achieved.
More specifically, for a BER of 10−4, the DOSCD employing
θ = 5/8 attains about 2 dB gain over its θ = 3/8 counterpart
in the case of Nt = 2. Moreover, given Nt = 2, the SM-
OTFS associated with DOSCD using both θ = 3/8 and
θ = 5/8 is capable of attaining better BER performance than
the SIMO-OTFS using MLD. Furthermore, given Nr = 2

and a BER of 10−4, the DOSCD associated with θ = 5/8
attains a near-ML BER with a performance gap of 0.5 dB. In
addition, given a BER of 10−3, the proposed DOSCD using
θ = 5/8 is capable of attaining about 2.5 dB gain compared
to the MPD with Nr = 2. Explicitly, it can be observed that
the MPD’s BER curve exhibits an error floor at a BER of
3 × 10−4, which is consistent with [16]. This is because the
Gaussian interference assumption based on the central-limit
theorem is inaccurate [10]. Finally, the BER performance of
the DOSCD with θ = 5/8 is nearly identical to that of the
MLD in the case of Nr = 4, which is a trend reminiscent of
massive MIMO uplink detection, as explained by the channel
hardening phenomenon [3].
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Fig. 3. BER performance of the SIMO-OTFS (Nr, 8) using MLD, and the
SM-OTFS (2, Nr, 4) using DOSCD parameterized by DOSCD iterations, as
well as MPD [16] and MLD when operating at 3 bits/s/Hz.
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The detection complexity of the SM-OTFS (2, 2, 4) system
employing the DOSCD along with different values of θ, MPD
[16] and MLD are compared in Fig. 4. We observe that
the DOSCD using θ = 5/8 achieves a significant (i.e., 28
orders of magnitude) complexity reduction over the MLD.
This can be explained by the fact that the DOSCD invokes
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simple symbol-wise detection, while the reliability evaluation
step of (17) further reduces the number of DOSCD iterations.
Moreover, the DOSCD using θ = 2/8 and θ = 3/8 attains
about 60% and 40% complexity reduction over the θ = 5/8
case, respectively, since more TAPs are tested along with
higher values of θ. Furthermore, although the DOSCD using
θ = 5/8 is capable of attaining the best BER performance
compared to other DOSCD cases, this improvement is attained
at the cost of higher complexity. In addition, the complexity
of our DOSCD is higher than that of the MPD, which is the
cost of attaining better BER performance. Finally, it can be
observed based on Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 that the DOSCD provides
satisfactory near-ML BER performance at reduced complexity.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The input-output relationship of the SM-OTFS system has
been derived for transmission over doubly-selective channels.
By exploiting the properties of SM, a symbol mapper has
been introduced for deriving the input-output relationship of
SM-OTFS. Furthermore, a low-complexity detector has been
proposed for SM-OTFS systems. Explicitly, the reliabilities
of TAPs have been evaluated and the TAPs as well as APM
symbols have been detected separately in the DOSCD. Our
simulation results have shown that the proposed SM-OTFS
system provides a better BER performance than the conven-
tional SIMO-OTFS, and the proposed DOSCD is capable of
striking a compelling BER vs. complexity trade-off.
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